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Abstract

Images are more than a collection of objects or
attributes — they represent a web of relation-
ships among interconnected objects. Scene
Graph has emerged as a new modality as a
structured graphical representation of images.
Scene Graph encodes objects as nodes con-
nected via pairwise relations as edges. To
support question answering on scene graphs,
we propose GraphVQA, a language-guided
graph neural network framework that trans-
lates and executes a natural language ques-
tion as multiple iterations of message pass-
ing among graph nodes. We explore the de-
sign space of GraphVQA framework, and dis-
cuss the trade-off of different design choices.
Our experiments on GQA dataset show that
GraphVQA outperforms the state-of-the-art
model by a large margin (88.43% vs. 94.78%).
Our code is available at https://github.
com/codexxxl/GraphVQA

1 Introduction

Images are more than a collection of objects or
attributes. Each image represents a web of rela-
tionships among interconnected objects. Towards
formalizing a representation for images, Visual
Genome (Krishna et al., 2017a) defined scene
graphs, a structured formal graphical representa-
tion of an image that is similar to the form widely
used in knowledge base representations. As shown
in Figure 1, scene graph encodes objects (e.g., girl,
burger) as nodes connected via pairwise relation-
ships (e.g., holding) as edges. Scene graphs have
been introduced for image retrieval (Johnson et al.,
2015), image generation (Johnson et al., 2018),
image captioning (Anderson et al., 2016), under-
standing instructional videos (Huang et al., 2018),
and situational role classification (Li et al., 2017).

To support question answering on scene graphs,
we propose GraphVQA, a language-guided graph
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Input: Question
What is the red object left of the girl

that is holding a hamburger?

Input: Image
(Represented as Scene Graph)

Step 1: Scene Graph Reasoning
（4 Time Steps）

Step 2: Answer Prediction
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Figure 1: Scene Graph: Scene graph encodes objects
(e.g., girl, burger) as nodes connected via pairwise rela-
tionships (e.g., holding) as edges. GraphVQA Frame-
work: Our core insight is to translates and executes a
natural language question as multiple iterations of mes-
sage passing among graph nodes (e.g., hamburger ->
small girl -> red tray). The final state after message
passing represents the answer (e.g., tray).

neural network framework for Scene Graph Ques-
tion Answering(Scene Graph QA). Our core in-
sight is to translate a natural language question
into multiple iterations of message passing among
graph nodes. Figure 1 shows an example question
“What is the red object left of the girl that is hold-
ing a hamburger”. This question can be naturally
answered by the following iterations of message
passing “hamburger→ small girl→ red tray”. The
final state after message passing represents the an-
swer (e.g., tray), and the intermediate states reflect
the model’s reasoning. Each message passing iter-
ation is accomplished by a graph neural network
(GNN) layer. We explore various message passing
designs in GraphVQA, and discuss the trade-off of
different design choices.

Scene Graph QA is closely related to Visual
Question Answering (VQA). Although there are
many research efforts in scene graph genera-
tion, Scene Graph QA remains relatively under-
explored. Sporadic attempts in scene graph based
VQA (Hu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Santoro
et al., 2017) mostly propose various attention mech-
anisms designed primarily for fully-connected
graphs, thereby failing to model and capture the im-
portant structural information of the scene graphs.

https://github.com/codexxxl/GraphVQA
https://github.com/codexxxl/GraphVQA
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We evaluate GraphVQA on GQA dataset (Hud-
son and Manning, 2019a). We found that
GraphVQA with de facto GNNs can outperform the
state-of-the-art model by a large margin (88.43%
vs. 94.78%). We discuss additional related work in
appendix A. Our results suggest the importance of
incorporating recent advances from graph machine
learning into our community.

2 Machine Learning with Graphs

Modeling graphical data has historically been chal-
lenging for the machine learning community. Tra-
ditionally, methods have relied on Laplacian regu-
larization through label propagation, manifold reg-
ularization or learning embeddings. Today’s de
facto choice is graph neural network (GNN), which
is a operator on local neighborhoods of nodes.

GNNs follow the message passing scheme. The
high level idea is to update each node’s feature us-
ing its local neighborhoods of nodes. Specifically,
node i’s representation at l-th layer h(l)

i can be cal-
culated using previous layer’s node representations
h
(l−1)
i and h(l−1)

j as:

h
(l)
Ni

= AGGj∈Niφ
(l)(h

(l−1)
i ,h

(l−1)
j , eji) (1)

h
(l)
i = γ(l)(h

(l−1)
i ,h

(l)
Ni

) (2)

where eji denotes the feature of edge from node j
to node i, h(l)

Ni
denotes aggregated neighborhood

information, γ(l) and φ(l) denotes differentiable
functions such as MLPs, and AGG denotes aggre-
gation functions such as mean or sum pooling.

3 GraphVQA Framework

Figure 2 shows an overview of four modules in
GraphVQA: (1) Question Parsing Module trans-
lates the question to M instruction vectors. (2)
Scene Graph Encoding Module initializes node
features X and edge features E with word em-
beddings. (3) Graph Reasoning Module performs
message passing with graph neural networks for
each instruction vector. (4) Answering Module
summarizes the final state after message passing
and predicts the answer.

3.1 Question Parsing Module

Question Parsing Module uses a sequence-to-
sequence transformer architecture to translate the
question [q1, . . . , qQ] into a sequence of instruction

vectors [i(1), . . . , i(M)] with a fixed M .

[i(1), . . . , i(M)] = Seq2Seq(q1, . . . , qQ) (3)

3.2 Scene Graph Encoding Module

Scene Graph Encoding Module first initializes node
features X̂ = [x̂1, ..., x̂N ] with the word embed-
dings of the object name and attributes, and edge
features E with the word embedding of edge type.
We then obtain contextualized node features X by:

xi = σ(
1

|Ni|
∑
j∈Ni

(Wenc [x̂j ; eij ])) (4)

where σ denotes the activation function, eij de-
notes the feature of the edge that connects node i
and node j, and X = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] denotes the
contextualized node features.

3.3 Graph Reasoning Module

Graph Reasoning Module is the core of GraphVQA
framework. Graph Reasoning Module executes the
M instruction vectors step-by-step, with N graph
neural network layers. One major difference be-
tween our Graph Reasoning Module and standard
GNN is that, we want the message passing in layer
L conditioned on the Lth instruction vector. In-
spired by language model type condition (Liang
et al., 2020b), we adopt a general design that is
compatible with any graph neural network design:
Before running the Lth GNN layer, we concatenate
the Lth instruction vector to every node and edge
feature from the previous layer. Specifically,

ĥ
(L−1)
i = [h

(L−1)
i ; i(L)] (5)

ê
(L−1)
ij = [e

(L−1)
ij ; i(L)] (6)

where ĥ
(L−1)
i and ê(L−1)ij denotes the node feature

and edge feature as inputs to the Lth GNN layer.
Next, we introduce three standard GNNs that we
have explored, starting from the simplest one.

3.3.1 Graph Convolution Networks (GCN)
GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2017) treats neighborhood
nodes as equally important sources of information,
and simply averages the transformed features of
neighborhood nodes.

h
(L)
i = σ(

1

|Ni|
∑
j∈Ni

(W
(L)
GCN ĥ

(L−1)
j )) (7)
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Figure 2: Semantics of the GraphVQA Framework. (1) Question Parsing Module translates the question to M
instruction vectors. (2) Scene Graph Encoding Module initializes node features X and edge features E with
word embeddings. (3) Graph Reasoning Module perform message passing with graph neural networks for each
instruction vector. (4) Answering Module summarizes the final state after message passing and predicts the answer.

3.3.2 Graph Isomorphism Network (GINE)
GIN (Xu et al., 2019) is provably as powerful
as the Weisfeiler-Lehman graph isomorphism test.
GINE (Hu et al., 2020) augments GIN by also con-
sidering edge features during the message passing:

h
(L)
i =Θ((1 + ε)ĥ

(L−1)
i +∑

j∈N (i)

σ(ĥ
(L−1)
j + ê

(L−1)
j,i ))

where Θ denotes expressive functions such as
MLPs, and ε is a scale factor for the emphasis of
the central node.

3.3.3 Graph Attention Network (GAT)
Different from GIN and GINE, GAT (Veličković
et al., 2018) learns to use attention mechanism
to weight neighbour nodes differently. Intuitively,
GAT fits more naturally with our Scene Graph QA
task, since we want to emphasis different neighbor
nodes given different instruction vectors. Specifi-
cally, the attention score α(L)

ij for message passing
from node j to node i at Lth layer is calculated as:

α
(L)
ij =SoftmaxNi(MLP(ĥ

(L−1)
i , ĥ

(L−1)
j , ê

(L−1)
ij ))

(8)

where SoftmaxNi is a normalization to ensure that
the attention scores from one node to its neighbor
nodes sum to 1. After calculating the attention
scores, we calculate each node’s new representation
as a weighted average from its neighbour nodes.

h
(L)
i = σ(

∑
j∈Ni

α
(L)
ij W

(L)
GAT ĥ

(L−1)
j ) (9)

where σ denotes the activation function. Similar
to transformer models, we use multiple attention
heads in practice. In addition, many modern deep
learning tool-kits can be incorporated into GNNs,
such as batch normalization, dropout, gating mech-
anism, and residual connections.

3.4 Answering Module
After executing the Graph Reasoning module, we
obtain the final states of all graph nodes after M
iterations of message passing [h

(M)
1 , ...,h

(M)
N ]. We

first summarize the final states after message pass-
ing, and then predict the answer token with the
question summary vector q:

h = Aggregate([h
(M)
1 ,h

(M)
2 , ...,h

(M)
N ]) (10)

y = Softmax(MLP(h, q)) (11)

where y is the predicted answer. We note that
GraphVQA does not require any explicit supervi-
sion on how to solve the question step-by-step, and
we only supervise on the final answer prediction.

4 Experiments

Setup We evaluate our GraphVQA framework
on the GQA dataset (Hudson and Manning, 2019a)
which contains 110K scene graphs, 1.5M questions,
and over 1000 different answer tokens. We use
the official train/validation split of GQA. Since
the scene graphs of the test set are not publicly
available, we use validation split as test set. We set
the number of instructions M = 5. More dataset
and training details are included in Appendix C.
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Method Binary Open Consistency Validity Plausibility Distribution Accuracy

Baseline1 GCN 86.84 84.63 90.21 95.51 94.44 0.13 85.70

Baseline2 LCGN 90.57 88.43 93.88 95.40 93.89 0.16 88.43

Ablation1 Only Questions 61.90 22.69 68.68 96.39 87.30 0.17 41.07
Ablation2 Only Scene Graphs 21.86 17.54 46.98 36.89 32.63 7.22 19.63

Proposed1 GraphVQA-GCN 92.11 88.37 95.44 95.5 94.4 0.12 90.18
Proposed2 GraphVQA-GINE 92.36 88.56 94.79 95.44 94.39 0.13 90.38

Proposed3 GraphVQA-GAT 96.30 93.37 98.37 95.55 95.15 0.07 94.78

Table 1: Evaluation Results on GQA. All numbers are in percentages. The lower the better for distribution.

Figure 3: Accuracy breakdown on question semantic
types. GraphVQA-GAT achieves significantly higher
accuracy in relationship questions (95.53%).

Models and Metrics We evaluate three in-
stantiations of GraphVQA: GraphVQA-GCN,
GraphVQA-GINE, GraphVQA-GAT. We compare
with the state-of-the-art model LCGN (Hu et al.,
2019). We discuss LCGN in appendix B.3. We also
compare with a simple GCN without instruction
vector concatenation discussed in § 3.3 to study the
importance of language guidance. We report the
standard evaluation metrics defined in Hudson and
Manning (2019a) such as accuracy and consistency.

Results The first take-away message is that
GraphVQA outperforms the state-of-the-art ap-
proach LCGN, even with the simplest GraphVQA-
GCN. Besides, GraphVQA-GAT outperforms
LCGN by a large margin (88.43% vs. 94.78%
accuracy), highlighting the benefits of incorporat-
ing recent advances from graph machine learning.
The second take-away message is that condition-
ing on instruction vectors is important. Remov-
ing such conditioning drops performance (GCN vs.
GraphVQA-GCN, 85.7% vs. 90.18%). The third
take-away message is that attention mechanism is
important for Scene Graph QA, as GraphVQA-
GAT also outperforms both GraphVQA-GCN and
GraphVQA-GINE by a large margin (94.78% vs.
90.38%), even though GINE is provably more ex-
pressive than GAT (Xu et al., 2019).

Figure 4: Accuracy breakdown on question word count.
Num denotes the number of questions of each length.
GraphVQA-GAT shows significant better performance
for long question answering tasks.

Analysis Figure 3 shows the accuracy break-
down on question semantic types. We found that
GraphVQA-GAT achieves significantly higher ac-
curacy in relationship questions (95.53%). This
shows the strength in the attention mechanism in
modeling the relationships in scene graphs.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy breakdown on ques-
tion word count. As expected, longer questions are
harder to answer by all models. In addition, we
found that as questions become longer, the accu-
racy GraphVQA-GAT deteriorates drops than other
methods, showing that GraphVQA-GAT is better
at answering long questions.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present GraphVQA to support
question answering on scene graphs. GraphVQA
translates and executes a natural language ques-
tion as multiple iterations of message using graph
neural networks. We explore the design space of
GraphVQA framework, and found that GraphVQA-
GAT (Graph Attention Network) is the best design.
GraphVQA-GAT outperforms the state-of-the-art
model by a large margin (88.43% vs. 94.78%). Our
results suggest the potential benefits of revisiting
existed Vision + Language multimodal models
from the perspective of graph machine learning.
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A Related Work

A.1 Visual Question Answering

VQA requires an interplay of visual percep-
tion with reasoning about the question semantics
grounded in perception. The predominant approach
to visual question answering (VQA) relies on en-
coding the image and question with a “black-box”
neural encoder, where each image is usually repre-
sented as a bag of object features, where each fea-
ture describes the local appearance within a bound-
ing box detected by the object detection backbone.
However, representing images as collections of ob-
jects fails to capture relationships which are crucial
for visual question answering. Recent study has
further demonstrated some unsettling behaviours of
those models: they tend to ignore important ques-
tion terms (Mudrakarta et al., 2018), look at wrong
image regions (Das et al., 2016), or undesirably
adhere to superficial or even potentially misleading
statistical associations (Agrawal et al., 2016). In
addition, it has been shown that recent advances are
primarily driven by perception improvements (e.g.
object detection) rather than reasoning (Amizadeh
et al., 2020).

A.2 Scene Graph Question Answering

Although there are many research efforts in scene
graph generation, using scene graphs for vi-
sual question answering remains relatively under-
explored (Hudson and Manning, 2019b; Hu et al.,

Figure 5: Structure of 2 Layer Graph Neural Network

Figure 6: Accuracy breakdown on question structural
types. GraphVQA-GAT achieves significantly higher
accuracy in all types except for verify.

2019; Li et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2020a). Hud-
son and Manning (2019b) propose a task-specific
graph traversal framework with neural networks.
The framework requires specifying the detail ontol-
ogy of the dataset (e.g., color: red, blue,...; material:
wooden, metallic), and thus is not directly gener-
alizable. Other attempts in graph based VQA (Hu
et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019) mostly explore attention
mechanism on fully-connected graphs, thereby fail-
ing to capture the important structural information
of the scene graphs.

B Additional Results

B.1 Additional Performances Analysis

Figure 6 provides another set of accuracy break-
down result on question structural types. We found
that GraphVQA-GAT achieves the best for all types
of questions except for the verify types. Specifi-
cally, GraphVQA-GAT outperforms significantly
than other methods on answering queries, com-
paring among objects and making choices. This
intuitively matches the principle of attention mech-
anism and again shows its advantages in modeling
structural information in scene graphs.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1710.10903
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Scene Graphs Statistics Validation data Train data All

Total Number of Graphs 10,696 74,942 85,638
Total Number of Nodes 174,331 1,231,134 1,405,465
Total Number of Edges 534,889 3,795,907 4,330,796

Average Number of Nodes per Graph 16 16 16
Average Number of Edges per Graph 50 51 51

Total Number of Node Types 1,536 1,702 1,703
Total Number of Edge Types 295 310 310

Total Number of Attributes Types 603 617 617

Table 2: Scene Graphs Statistics of the GQA Dataset

Level of Classification Structural Semantic

Is there apples in the picture? node verify object
What color is the apple? node query attribute
Is the cat to the left or right of the flower? edge type choose relation
Is it sunny or cloudy? graph query global

Table 3: Typical types of questions

B.2 Expressive Ability Analysis of
GraphVQA-GINE

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2,
a expressive function Θ is used in GINE layer.
When Θ is just a single layer MLP, the correspond-
ing GIN/GINE structure will be very similar to
the GCN structure. Since in Section 4 we imple-
mented Θ as a single layer MLP, the performance
of GraphVQA-GCN and GraphVQA-GINE stays
at very similar stage. As GIN and GINE are now
very popular as basic components for large-scale
graph neural network design, one may ask if using
Θ with more powerful expression ability will help
the performance. The short answer is no. We pro-
vide a simple ablation study on different choice of
Θ, using a two layer MLP-style network with (FC,
ReLU, FC, ReLU, BN) structure. Table 4 shows
that the result of GraphVQA-GINE-2 degrades to
the worst. One possible reason is that the scale for
each scen graph is generally small, therefore the
expression ability might already be enough for a
single layer MLP, and use a more complex Θ may
leads to harder optimization problems, and thus
leads to a downgrade of the performance. Such
guess could possibly be further investigated and
evaluated in our future work. In addition, the scene
graph-based VQA as in this work might offer an
opportunity for further accelerating the real world
image-based applications (Liang and Zou, 2020).
Exploring such deployment benefits is another di-
rection of future work.

B.3 Brief Introduction of LCGN

Language-Conditioned Graph Networks (LCGN)
(Hu et al., 2019) updates node representations re-
currently using the same single layer graph neu-
ral network. Given a set of instruction vectors
[i1, . . . , iM ], LCGN uses a single layer atten-
tion to convert them into context representations
[c1, . . . , cM ]. Then, given a set of node represen-
tations [xloc,1, . . . ,xloc,n] , LCGN first randomly
initialize another set of context representations
[xctx,1, . . . ,xctx,n], and then use them to concate-
nate with node representations to form initial local
features, i.e,

x̃t,i = [xloc,i,xctx,i,t−1,W1xloc,i ◦W2xctx,i,t−1]
(12)

With the assumption that all nodes are connected,
LCGN computes the edge weights w(t)

j,i for each
node pair (i,j), i.e,

w
(t)
j,i = Softmax((W3x̃t,i)

T ((W4x̃t,j) ◦ (W5ct)))
(13)

The messages m(t)
i,j , are then computed as:

m
(t)
j,i = w

(t)
j,i ((W6x̃t,j) ◦ (W7ct)) (14)

Finally, LCGN aggregates the neighborhood mes-
sage information to update the context local repre-
sentation xctx,i,t.

xctx,i,t = W8[xctx,i,t−1;
N∑
j=1

m
(t)
j,i ] (15)
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Method Binary Open Consistency Validity Plausibility Distribution Accuracy

GraphGQA-GINE-2 86.83 83.85 89.8 95.54 94.25 0.16 85.04

Table 4: Ablation Study Results for 2 layer GraphVQA-GINE. All numbers are in percentages. The lower the
better for distribution.

Note that the graph neural structure of LCGN can
be regarded as a variant of recurrently-used single
standard GAT layer, but with more self-designed
learnable parameters. The main difference between
LCGN’s and other proposed graph neural struc-
ture is that the output node and edge features will
be recurrently fed into the same layer again for
each reasoning step, leading to a RNN-style net-
work structure, instead of a sequential-style net-
work. Moreover, our LCGN implementation is
a variant of original LCGN, including a few im-
provements. Firstly, we use a transformer encoder
and decoder to obtain instruction vectors instead
of Bi-LSTM (Liang et al., 2020d). Secondly, we
incorporate the true scene graph relations as edges
instead of densely connected edges. Thirdly, edge
attributes are also used in the generation of initial
node features.

C Implementation Details

C.1 Data Pre-processing

The edges in the original scene graphs are di-
rected. This means in most of the cases where we
only have one directed edge connecting two nodes
in the graph, the messages can only flow through
one direction. However, this does not make sense
in the natural way of human reasoning. For exam-
ple, an relation of "A is to the left of B" should
obviously entail an opposite relation of "B is to the
right of A". Therefore, in order to enhance the con-
nectivity of our graphs, we introduce a synthetic
symmetric edge for every non-paired edge, making
it pointing reversely to the source node. And in or-
der to encode this reversed relationship, we negate
the original edge’s feature vector and use it as the
representation of our synthetic symmetric edge.

C.2 Additional Dataset Information

These scene graphs are generated from 113k im-
ages on COCO and Flicker using the Visual
Genome Scene Graph (Krishna et al., 2017b) anno-
tations. Specifically, each node in the GQA scene
graph is representing an object, such as a person,
a window, or an apple. Along with the positional

information of bounding box, each object is also
annotated with 1-3 different attributes. These at-
tributes are the adjectives used to describe asso-
ciated objects. For examples, there can be color
attributes like "white", size attributes like "large",
and action attributes like "standing". Attributes
are important sources of information beyond the
coarse-grained object classes (Liang et al., 2020c).
Each edge in the scene graph denotes relation be-
tween two connected objects. These relations can
be action verbs, spatial prepositions, and compara-
tives, such as "wearing", "below", and "taller".

We use the official split of the GQA dataset.
We use two files "val_sceneGraphs.json" and
"train_sceneGraphs.json" directly obtained on the
GQA website as our raw dataset. Since each im-
age (graph) is independent, GQA splits the dataset
by individual graphs with rough split percentages
of train/validation: 88%/12%. In the table 2,
we summarize the statistics that we collected from
the dataset. We did not report the statistics of the
test set since the scene graphs in the test set is not
publicly available.

C.3 Training details
We train the models using the Adam optimization
method, with a learning rate of 10−4, a batch size
of 256, and a learning rate drop(divide by 10) each
90 epochs. We train all models for 100 epochs.
Both hidden states and word embedding vectors
have a dimension size of 300, the latter being ini-
tialized using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014).The
instruction vectors have a dimension size of 512.
All results reported are for a single-model settings
(i.e., without ensembling). We use cross validation
for hyper-parameter tuning.


